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ABSTRACT
Role Theory Considered as an Influence
on Criminal and Deviant Behavior
in the Utah Stat! Park System
A Manager Problem
by
Gerald R. Grove, Jr., Master of Science
Utah State University, 1976
Major Professor: Dr. Stephen F. McCool
Department: Outdoor Recreation
Individual attitudes toward law enforcement and perceptions of
camper role skills, along with a knowledge of park and campground rules,
were measured with a questionnaire and compared through Partial Correlation and Pearson Product-Moment Correlations .

Demographic information

was also gathered and compared with the attitude and rules knowledge data
for significance.

Results showed that attitude toward law enforcement and attitude
toward camper role skills are significantly related.

Attitude toward law

enforcement and knowledge of rules also proved to have a significant
relationship.

However, attitude toward camper role skills had no statis-

tical relationship to rules knowledge.

The demographic data was found to

be related only to attitude toward law enforcement and then only in two
cases:

age and education.

(73 pages)

CHAPTER I

CRIMINAL AND DEVIANT BEHAVIOR:
A PUBLIC PARK PROBLEM

Introduction
Behavior which can be defined as criminal and/or deviant has
become a large- scale problem for recreation area managers.

People who

are temporarily leaving urban complexes to find f reedom in the outdoors
are creating problems in the often crowded parks and campgr ounds whi ch
are similar to t hose they attempted to leave behind in the cities .
Criminal and deviant behavior are social enigmas ; and as the numbers of
visitors increase in otherwise serene rural areas , so will the incidence

of deviant behavior increase.
As will later be documented, criminal and deviant behavior was
originally a minor problem in outdoor recreation areas and has only
recently grown to the proportion found in urban areas .

The magnitude

of antisocial behavior in parks and campgrounds adds tremendously to
the managerial workload.

Besides their regul ar work , the staff has to

repair vandalized property. enforce rules and laws , handle complaints ,
and investigate crimes.

This means added costs both monetarily and time-

wise to the agencies involved.

In addition, the fact that personnel

must enforce laws places an even greater burden on the already overworked judicial and legislative systems.
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Definition of the Problem
There is no question that park visitation has increased amazingly .
Clawson (1974) states that in many parks attendance has grown 10 percent annually over many years.
rate of population increase .

That rate is more than five times the
"If there has been a ' population explo-

sian,' there has been a recreation explosion five times as violent . "

D. J. Essex (1971) has stated:
Law enforcement problems over the National Park System a s
a whole have increased astronomically during the past five
years. The increase in felonies in the National Parks has
exceeded the nationwide average each year since 1965. (p. 39)
The recent impact has not been felt on reserved park and forest
recreation areas alone.

The following statement was found in an

appendix to the Bureau of Land Management Plan for the California
Desert Program (1968):
. . in 1968--enough of the (visitors) went to the
California Desert to add up to five million visitors
days of recreation use . . . . a substantial number of
visitors took their anti- social attitudes from the
city t o the desert . . . . there wer e an estimated
490 major crimes such as larceny, aggravated assaults,
narcotics violations, car clouts (thefts) and robberies. There were also an estimated 1,280 lesser
offenses against people and property. (p. 2)
Vandalism in the parks is essentially a crime against government
property.

Signs, garbage cans, water tanks and structures are shot full

of holes.

Outhouses and other bui ldings are torn apart or blown up.

Historic artifacts are destroyed or damaged or the landscape is ravaged.
Reynolds (1967) cites the growing maintenance workload and the
increases in manpower and costs necessary to meet the growth in public
disregard , vandalism and littering.

In some areas outhouses are built

like military bunkers to withstand the onslaught of destructive users.
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Because of the hu ge increase in park area c rime,
The traditional ranger in many areas today is primarily

a lawman; he must fill the role of beat off icer, game
warden, a nd narcoti cs a nd hom i cide de tective . During
the past summer, rangers dea lt with g roup co nfrontations
a nd disturbances in Yosemite, an invasion of outlaw

motorcyclists in the Black Hills, dop e pushing in
numero us park campgrounds, and a summer cr ime rate in

Yo semite which equalled that of a city o f 70,000 people.
(D. J. Essex, 1971, p. 41)
Th e r o le of the traditional park ranger i s increasingly becoming oriented toward tha t of a Law Enforcement Officer.
This s tudy was conducted in the State of Ut a h; although it has
few if a ny unique law enforcement situations in its parks and campgrounds, it does have a growing enforcement problem and a Divi s i o n of
Parks a nd Rec rea tion wh ich is attempting t o improve the future outlook
for outdoor recreation in th e State .

It is very difficult to catch

individua ls in the act of crimes such as vandalism or destruction of
property.

th e c r i me.

Beca use of this, not many people are cited or arrested for

Only obvious cases can be prosecuted.

(The driving under

th e influence with accident case also involved des truction of park

property.)

Littering is another misd emeanor f o r which it is difficult

to ci te a person.

Ordinarily, mos t citations are for traffic offenses

or violations which are easily observed and which are difficult for the
viola tor t o conceal.

Cl ark, Hendee and Campbell (1968) indicated that many visitor s to
publi c parks be lieved that upon leaving the s t ructured environment s of
urban areas and retiring to a public campgro und, crime was left be hind

in the c ities.

Unfortunat e l y , although ma ny peop le still believe this

to be the case , it no l o nge r pro v es t o be true.

Wi th the tremendous

increase recently in usage that ou r National, Sta te a nd Forest Parks
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and Campgrounds have seen, the rates of crime have also grown.
Clark, Hendee and Campbell (197lb) attempted to define the motives
for criminal and destructive acts in parks and forest recreation areas.
After a summer of studies conducted in campgrounds, they arrived at the
conclusion that most large value thefts are performed by individuals
who go to the campgrounds especially for the purpose of stealing.
Smaller value and camping items are mainly stolen by juveniles who
come for the night or weekend and neglect to bring camping equipment.
Vandalism is usually caused by noncampers who either come to the area
to vandalize or with no particular purpose in mind.

It appears that

many people travel to a campground seeking freedom that cannot be found
in urban centers and often thoughtlessly cause damage .

Clark, Hendee

and Campbell (1968, p. 31) ci te the example of a mother who, upon arriving at a campground, turned her two early-teenage boys loose with no
supervision.

They vandalized outhouses, trees and signs, bothered other

campers, and became lost overnight.

But when a ranger suggested that

their energy would be put to better use picking up litter, they enthusiastically began cleaning the grounds and caused no more trouble.
Unthinking adults cause destruction or problems through (1) ignorance of
the rules, (2) ignoring the rules for convenience, or (3) because the
rules may interfere with fun they have pla nned.
The fact that a great many violators fall in the latter category
creates a major problem for the manager of the public park .

The

visitor who comes to the park and willfully commits a crime can be
dealt with as a criminal, and specific meas ures may be taken locally
to decrease this type of crime.

However, when the violation results

from insufficient knowledge of laws or rules , vagueness or a lack of

specifity in the rules, inappropriate behavior on the part of the visitor, or lack of understanding of recreation rules, then the action to

be taken against the violator becomes uncertain.

Actions taken by a

specific ranger or the management should be oriented to determining
the cause behind violations a nd developing appropriate information and
enforcement programs.

Clark, Hendee and Campbell (1968, p. 55) have recommended three
possibilities which may prove effective in improving law e nforcement
in the parks:
1.
2.

3.

Strengthen the police powers of the park authorities.
More extensive social and educational contac t s
between rangers and the public.
Individual campers must help police th e parks by
reporting offenders and chastizing violato r s.

Creating new laws a nd st r e ngthenin g the powers of park autho rities
may possibly help in the fight against premeditated crime .

These alte r-

natives may , however, be of little value in lowering the r ate of rul e

violation when the culprit may be simply ignorant of the rules, impulsively violating them because he vaguely comprehends their purpose or
because they may stand in the way of a n immediate goal.

More extensive

contacts between the park ranger and visitors and programs direc t ed at
educating the visiting public may prove of greate r val ue.
Study Objectives
Cone (1972, p. 83) points out several concepts which must be kept
in mind in any new approaches to the law enforcement problem.
l.

Rangers must understand the laws and rules which they enforce

and should be goal oriented in their enforcement procedures.

Conta cts

and actions directed toward the public should have a specific cons tructi.ve purpose in mind.

2.

Programs must be designed which will sell law enforcement to

the public so that they understand the concept and purpose of enforce ment and develop a positive attitude toward it.
3.

Visitors to the parks must be made responsible for their

actions and attitudes and they must be educated as to what is expected
of them while visiting the parks.
Cone is realistically evaluating the problem.

But in order to

properly initiate programs which entail these procedures, administrators
first need to understand the motives of park visitors.
als visit the parks?

Why do individu-

What do they expect of the parks once they are

there, and how do the rules restrict or meet their expecta tion s?

Do

they know the laws and rules which will govern their behavior and if so
do they understand them?

Will the individual adhere to the rul es or

will he tend to avoid them if they limit him from attaining what he
seeks in the park?

Knowledge of human motives is important to the park

manager, and many of these questions have been touched upon in other

studies.

This study will attempt to demonstrate how the camper's percep-

tion of his role as a camper, his knowledge of park a nd campground
rules, and various demographic factors such as age, education, t ype
group he is with, etc. affect his attitude toward law enforcement in
outdoor recreation areas.

Hypotheses
The following hypotheses will be tested through this study:
Hypothesis One:

Respondents with pro-law enforcement attitudes

will exhibit traditional (conservative) camper role skill perceptions.
Hypothesis Two:

Respondents with pro-law enforcement attitudes

will tend to have a high knowledge of park and campground rules.
Hypothesis Three:

Respondents with conservative camper role skill

perceptions will tend to have a high knowledge of park and campground
rules.
~esis

Four:

The intervening variables measured in the demo-

graphic section of the questionnaire may have a significant effect on
the individual's attitude toward law enforcement.
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CHAPTER II

ROLE BEHAVIOR AS IT RELATES TO CRIMINAL AND DEVIANT
CONDUCT ON OUTDOOR RECREATION RESERVES

Role theory is that aspect of the social a nd psychological sciences
which attempts to explain or define human behavior in terms of actions
which are expected and r equired of individuals by soc i ety .

A person

who is act i ng out hi s role in life is normally doing , accordi ng to
Middlebrook (1974), what he is " supposed to do."
described by comparing it to the theatre:

Role theory is often

"The role analyst is

concerned with describing and understanding some of the same complex
aspects of human behavior about which dramatists , novel ists , j ournali s t s
and historians write . "

(Biddle and Thomas , 1966 , p . 3)
Review of Role Theory

The theory of role behavior is based upon the premise that society
establishes certain norms, status positions and value s .

Norms are

patterns of behavior which social groups accept and expect to occur i n
certain situations; status positions are offices of influence or control
in a social group based upon expertise or group acceptanc e; val ues are
a measure of worth of desirability that society places on trait s , actions ,
qualities and items which it deems necessary or worthwhil e .

Through

norms, status posit i ons and values , society makes demands of the indi vidual with which it expects him to comply .

It is expected that people

will conform to norms which are standards throughout a culture or established locally, or even norms which a group or culture create due to the
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needs of the moment.

Societies generally demand that their members

respect the status power invested in individuals or groups.

The values

which people adopt are often those of the culture they live in, an organization they este em, or one whose ideals they accept whether through
Biddle and Thomas (19- 6, p. 4) state

admiration or fo r ced compliance.

that the requirements for performance within each role are :
determined by social norms, demands and rules ; by the performance of
others in their respective positions; by those who observe and react to
the performance; . .

They do, however , give the individual a certain

amount of autonomity in choosing his own role as they further state,
. . and by the individual ' s particular capabilities and personality. "
Sarbin and Allen (1968, p. 498) define role expectations as:
. . . collections of cognitions--beliefs, sub jective
probabilities and elements of knowl edge--wh ich specify
in relation to complementary roles the rights and dut ies ,
and appropriate conduct for a person occupying a certain
position . . . . Not only is the occupant of a position
expected to perform certain acts and not others; he is
also expected to perform actions in specifi ed ways--that
is a qualitative component is indicated.
As an example, in most societ ies a doctor normally occupie s a relatively high status position.

He is respected and rewarded for his

knowledge and abilit ies and in return society outl ines various norms
which are expected of his role.

He is counted upon to show compas -

sian for suffering, to care for a nd cure those who are ill, and to
expand his and society 's knowledge and capabilities in the fields of
curative and exploratory medicine .

When the doctor returns home he may

assume the roles of husband and father.

He is probably expected to take

out the trash, play games with the children, and in general interact in
the normal household routines.

When the doctor takes his family camp-

ing , he will continue to enact certain roles which were required of him
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at home and perhaps even some of his professional roles .

In the park

or campground , just as at home or at work, norms and values will guide
his behavior.

If he belongs to a nature or conservation organization,

he may very well behave in a manner which reflects the purposes and
guidelines of that group .

He may watch birds and other animals and

teach his family to do the same.

In this way he is familiarizing them

with aspects of one of his own roles and they are learning the values
and norms associated with it.

If one of the values of a group is to

maintain a clean and natural environment, the family may at times make
excursions with trash bags and gather litter.
boating, motorcycling , relaxing or socializing.

Other peopl e may prefer
Whatever activities

the individuals engage in, they are most likely following values and
norms which were learned through group interaction, either in organiza-

tions, clubs , families or peer groups.
Andrews and Karlins (1972, p. 7) paraphrase Skinner 's explanations
of the manner in which society and social units reinforce and maintain
role behavior:

Skinner has frequently pointed out how people living
together in groups consciously and unconsciously control
each other ' s actions.

When an individual behaves in a

fashion approved by the group, he receives admiration,
approval, affection and many other reinforcements that
increase the likelihood that he will continue to behave
in the same fashion. Similarly, when he behaves in a
disapproved fashion or manner, rewar ds are withdrawn or

punishment is applied . Dissenters and nonconformists
are not "free" of control; they have simply internalized
a divergent program of attitudes and response as a consequence of peculiar childhood and adolescent experiences .
By applying controls which reflect approval and dissapproval, society maintains behavior which it feels is conducive to its best interests.

ll
Role Theory Considered as an Influence on Depreciative
Behavior in Wildland Situations with Hypothesized
Explanations from Lit erature
The actions of the park visitor will often be directly affected by
the values and norms he has learned

~~d

those he is referencing his

behavior to in a specifi ed social situation (such as camping).

The

visitor who belongs to an organization which places great value on
maintaining social or natural order would most likely already be fami liar with the majority of rules in effect on parks and campgrounds, and
if he weren't he would probably attempt to familiarize himself with them
upon arriving in an area which was new to him.

The same would probably

be true, though possibly to a lesser degree, if he simply admired the
ideals which these organizations teach.

This individual would be

prepared to reward actions of his family which were in keeping with his
values and norms and would punish them if they were to act in a manner
contrary to his ideals.

If he were camping with his organization or

group, he would likely react the same way toward actions of other members.
In contrast, the individual who does not have the high ideals of
such an organi zation may act very differently.

Some individuals or

groups of this kind may, through minor or gross violations, annoy others
in the area, destroy property, or even commit major crimes .

He , and when

not alone , his group, may not be disturbed by his actions and pos sibly
won't even realize that he has violated rules .
In a study of deviance and vandalism in campgrounds , Clark, Hendee
and Campbell (l97lb) cited instances of destructive and deviant behavior
occurring because of ignorance of rules, for personal convenience, for
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entertainment, for malicious reasons, or because observing the rules
may have interfered with fun which they had planned .
Most behavior which violates the rules will probably occur because
of not knowing the rules or for the sake of convenience , as would occur
i f the doctor wished to take his family swimming but found the beach
too rocky or muddy and not seeing or ignoring signs which prohibit it,
led his family to the boat launching ramp or boat dock to swim.

Without

knowing the individual personally , it is difficult to classify such
minor violations as role related behavior.
that in some cases,
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Turner (1972, p . 308) states

. . the term deviance should refer to a role

rather than to behavi or thought to violate a single norm . "

The youths

who enter the recreation area to spend the night and bring no equipment,
but instead plan on stealing it are most likely enacting a role.

These

individuals know the law as it pertains to t heir behavior and in the
group setting tend to reinforce each other's actions within their roles.
Middlebrook (1974, p . 294) states that certain types of groups can bring
about socially disapproved behavior because of a feeling of anonymity
which the individual fi nds in many group situations .
It appears that both deviant b ehavior and role behavior is generally
learned and maintained through group i nteraction , while most deviant
behavior is not role related and occurs impulsively either in group
situations where one is anonymous or to meet short- term goals related
to fun or convenience.

Clark, Hendee and Campbell (1968, p . 55) recommend control of
depreciative behavior through better communication of rules, programs
which educate the public as to the consequences of violations, and stricter enforcement of rules.

This would appear to indicate that individuals
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~h o

had constructed roles

~hich

included

a~areness

of understanding of

rules and the cons equences of violations would make better park visitors.
However, it is highly concei vable that both the teenager who is go i ng to
steal camping equipment and who may be planning mischief within the park
and the memb er of the group who is cleaning the camping area both know
the laws and rules and the consequences of their actions, and in both
cases the group they are a ccompanyin g probably has a great influence
upon their actions.

In the cas e of the teenagers , pr obably only pre-

venting their entry into the park or the intervention of author ity into
their actions will affect their behavior at this point .

Clark, Hendee

and Campbell ' s recommendations would most likely have the greatest affect
upon their behavior and upon the individual who enters the park with the
idea that he is completely free here as oppos ed to t he control s which
are imposed upon him in his former social environment .

This is the

individual who feels that the rules a nd restrict i on s interfere with
plans he has in mind, and he probably does not understand entirely t h e
purposes for the restrictions which he is disregarding .

Knowledge of role types and the way in which roles develop could
prove valuable to park and campground management.

By gaining a general

idea of the type of people entering the park and the forces and motivations

~hich

have shaped their various roles and personaliti es, the

manager could develop an overall indication of where and how specific
types of problems may arise and how he could best combat them .

This

would not only include direct interventi on within the park, but also
community programs undertaken outside the park to educate the public to
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their responsibilities upon entering the recreation area .
programs such as those recommended by Clark, Hendee and

Education

C~pbell

would

be worthwhile in combatting crime and deviant behavior, but possibly a
program designed to develop attitude and personality changes which
would be more conducive to harmonious recreation experiences for every-

one participating could be of greater value.

A scheme of this sort

would call for a larger and more far reaching program than that of simply
educating the public.

The mass media and supportive organizations such

as conservation and outdoor groups would have to be used to a much
greater degree.

Youth groups would be one of the major segments of

society to be contacted.

A more positive attitude toward social and

environmental aspects of outdoor recreation instilled in youth may

insure a lesser degree of criminal and deviant behavior in parks and
campgrounds of the future.
In general, it is obvious from the literature cited in this chapter
that socially developed roles have at least some influence on depreciative behavior in wildland situations.

A goal of this study is to deter-

mine the degr ee of the relationship , what effect certain variables may
have on the relationship , and what recommendations may be made in regard
to preventing further depreciative behavior.
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CHAPTER III
METHOD OF MEASUREMENT UTILIZED
IN THE STUDY
The Questionnaire
The purpose of the study is to establish whether or not a relationship exists between the role developed aspects of personality--the
aspects developed through group interaction--and criminal and deviant
behavior in the Utah State Park System.

In order to collect data rele-

vant to the study, a questionnaire (Appendix A) was developed which
gathered information from the respondent in several areas related to
attitudes toward and knowledge of park and campground rules and regulations.

The areas covered by the questionnaire are:

attitude toward law

enforcement, perception of camper role behavior , knowledge of general
park and campground rules , and a section which collects general demographic information.
The first part of the instrument consists of 20 statements designed
to establish the respondent ' s attitude toward law enforcement as it is
presently administered in the State Park System .

They vary from state-

ments of laws prese ntly enforced to measuring attitudes toward rangers '
law enforcement duties.
The second section is made up of statements related to the manner
in which the respondent believes a good camper should behave .

In both

the first and second sections the subject responded to the statements
through a modified Likert Scale.
dent are:

The selections available to the respon-

strongly agree, agree, undecided, disagree and strongly dis-
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agree.

Allport (1967) points out that all attitudes are either posi -

tive or negative and develop on a continuum between the two poles .
~uestionnaire

The

is des igned to ascertain at which point along this

continuum the respondent stands on eac h statement .
The t hird portion consists of 10 rules which either are or are not
enforced in parks and campgrounds.

Choices of rules used in the

~ues ~

tionnaire are generally ones which apply to all recreation areas .
Answers on this section are made through a simple "yes" or "no" response .

The fourth section contains 13
a demographic nature:

~uestions

regarding information of

group type, education , age, sex, occupation,

group type preferred and place of residence .
The instrument is designed to b e short and easy for the individual
to respond to.

Statements and

~uestions

which are included in the

questionnaire are designed for purposes of brevity, pertinence to the
objectives of the study, and are limited to the scope of the research .
Validity
In order to determine if the data gathered by this study and the
concept of the study itself conform to actual fact, a test of validity
was conducted.

Validity is the ability of a process or concept to

correctly measure or "get at " the problem.
Helmstadter (1970) defines three methods for testing validity:
content validation procedures, empirical validation procedures , and
construct validation procedures .

The content validation procedure

involves logically analyzing the process and situation involved and
stating whether or not the measurement "appears " to accomplish its
purpose .

Empirical validity involves proving the validity of a test by
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analyzing only the relationship between the test behavior and the
criterion behavior or by comparing test results with another performance test or another group in a similar situation .

Construct validity

involves proving the existence of a hypothetical construct or trait
and showing how subjects with these traits would react in certain situations.
This study will be validated through the processes of content and
empirical validation.

Helmstadter (1970) mentions several different

types of content validation of which face validation and logical or
sampling validation will be used in this paper.
Face validation involves a simple subjective evaluation of the
items in the test in order to ascertain whether or not they adequately
fulfill the goals of the study.

After the study and questionnaire were

designed, they were reviewed by all members of the committee ; and pertinent comments were incorporated in the design in order to face validate
it .
The areas of behavior to be measured by the test in question are
the individual ' s attitude toward law enforcement as it is applied in
state parks and campgrounds, the individual ' s knowledge of park and
campground rules , and whether the indivi dual being sampled is inclined
toward modern camping techniques or leans toward older , more conserva-

tive ways.

The final section consists of demographic information which

will allow specific comparisons with scores on other sections in order
to enable scores to be grouped according to specified types .
In ord er to measure attitudes toward law enforcement, 20 questions
were asked .

Six of these questions refer to law enforcement or rules in

general, while the other 14 measure attitude toward specific laws or
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rules.

These questions are randomly positively or negatively worded.

With this large a selection of questions and a five item Likert scale
to respond to, it is fe lt that the area is sufficiently wel l covered
to differentiate between those who have generally positive or generally
negative attitudes toward law enforcement as it is conducted on State
parks and c ampgrounds.
The section on rules knowledge consists of 10 specific rules which
were randomly positively or negative ly worded.

Ten items are considered

sufficient to keep the section reasonably short while containing enough
items to differentiate between those who have a reasonable knowledge of
the rules and those who do not.
The portion of the questionnaire covering the individual ' s perception of the camper's role contains 11 items which are des i gned to
determine what requirements the respondent feels that a good camper
should meet.

Again, a Likert scale is used in order to establish a value

which represents the individual's perception of what should be required
of the camper in today ' s campgrounds.

It is felt that these qu estions

adequately represent the respondent ' s perception of the camper role.
To empirically validate the results of the study , the data obtained
through the questionnaire is compared with information gathered by
Clark, Hendee and Campbell (197la) in a study conducted in 1968 and
1969 in order to ascertain if the data gathered in the research for this
thesis conforms to actual fact as measured in the earlier study .
The Clark, Hendee and Campbell study was carried out in various
Washington State Campgrounds to gather information on campers ' views,
managers' views and managers ' perceptions of campers' views on selected

aspects of values, behavior and enforcement viewpoints as they are
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practiced in campgrounds.
questionnaire form .

The Questions were given to the subjects in

Responses were made through checking one of three

choices ranging from a negative choice to a choice of "somewhat 11 and

on to positive.

The fact that the choice of responses were more limited

in the older study, that there was no neutral response choice, and that
the Washington research is five or six years older may have an effect
on how closely the two studies correlate.
The Washington State study found that 5 percent of t he campers
polled felt that additional rules and regulations would "not at all"
detract from their camping experience ; 26 percent were of the opini on
that they could detract " somewhat " from their experience, while 21
percent felt that more rules wou ld detract "a great deal" from their
camping experience.

In the study presently under consideration , 62 percent of those
responding to the statement, " public parks and campgrounds have too
many restrictive rules and regulations" indicated that they disagreed
with the statement, 15 percent strongly disagreed , 11 percent marked
"unknown, " 11 percent agreed, and 1.4 percent strongly agreed.

The

results show a relatively strong correlation between the two study i tems
when allowance is made for the difference in response choices and the
different geographical and time areas.
The Clark , Hendee and Campbell study also found that 79 percent of
those polled believed that stricter enforcement of the rules would not
detract from their camping experience, 13 percent felt it would have
somewhat , and 8 percent were of the opinion that it would interfere a
great deal .

The present study statement that rangers could better utilize

their time in other ways than enforcing rules and regulations found that
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55 percent of campers polled disagreed with it , 17 percent strongly
disagreed , 19 percent indicated "unknown," 6 percent agreed, and 12
percent strongly agreed.

Again, a fairly strong correlation between

the two studies can be noted.
In the Clark, Hendee and Campbell research , 4 percent of those
contacted found no objection to campers bringing city conveniences to
campgrounds, 21 percent stated that it could detract somewhat from their
experience, and 37 percent felt that it would detract a great deal .
The present study found that 42 percent of the respondents disagreed and
4 percent strongly disagreed with the statement that the good camper
should use few modern conveniences ; 20 percent were undecided, 28 percent agreed, and 6 percent strongly agreed.

Here, as before, the

results are fairly close.
In another section of the Washington study, it was found that 70
percent of campers were of the opinion that theft is "not now a problem."
This does not entirely correspond with the results of the present study
which indicated that 37 percent agreed and 3 percent strongly agreed
with the statement, "Public parks and campgrounds are generally crime
free as far as theft and violent acts are concerned ."

In the remaining

response categories , 32 percent indicated unknown, 32 percent disagreed ,
and 6 percent strongly disagreed.

The groups who found crime a problem

are approximately the same in both studies , whil e those who marked the
"unknown" response i n the present study were almost one-third of the
sample.

Apparently, either a large number who would otherwise have

found parks and campgrounds to be crime free took advantage of the
neutral choice or in the years which passed between the two studies
people became more aware of the fact that law enforcement problems are
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mounting in recreation areas.

In any case, the differences between the

two items are not great and can very possibly be explained through
differences inherent in the studies.
The similarities in the research results between the two studies
along with the analysis of content validity establish the validity of
the data gathered in the research for this thesis.

From this point on,

it will be assumed that the data is sound and that the study objectives
and hypotheses may be tested through it.
Reliability
In order to further establish the amount of confidence which could
be placed in the data gathered by the questionnaire, a reliability test
was rw1.

Reliability of the data was verified statistically by obtain-

ing a Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficient for each question
in the law enforcement attitude, camper r ole attitude, and rules knowledge
portions of the data.

The coefficient was obtained by utilizing the

program provided in the Statisti cal Package for the Social Sciences
(SPSS), Ni e Bent, and Hull in the form in which it was adapted to the
Burroughs System (1970) .
The coefficients obtained from the correlations were utilized to
obtain a reliability factor by applying the Spearman-Brown Formula
(NW1nally, 1967, p . 6-27).

1 + (K-1 )

riJ
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"rkk" is t he square of the corr elation of scores on a collection of
items with t rue scores; "r" is t he correlation coefficient; "K" is the
number of items, a nd

11

i=ij

11

is the average inter - item correlation.

This

formula was utilized in the law enforcement attitude and the camper role
attitude sections to establish an overal l reliability coefficient .
In order to establish a reliability factor for the rules knowledge
section , the correlation coeffi cients were placed in the "Kuder Richardson Formula 20" (Nunnaly, 1967, p . 6- 27):
K
l

K- 1

"r" is the correlation coefficient; "Ku i s t he number of i terns; "P"
represents the "yes " answers; "q" the no ans wers, and ''Cfy 2 " is the

variance of the total test score.
In the law enforcement attitude section , an overall reliability
coefficient of .68 was obtained.

By eliminating variables 6, 7 , 14 , 16

and 17 (See Appendix A for an explanation of the variables), reliability
was raised to .73.

Variables 6 , 7 , 14 , 16 and 17 were inter-item corol-

lary scores whi ch were low enough to significantly affect the overall
reliability of the section.

This same method of elimination is used in

establishing the reliability of the rules knowledge section.
Neulinger (1974, p. 110) explains that research work involving
personality variables usually result s in low correlations .
of .30 or higher are rare.

Correlations

I n the statistical sect ion of this paper ,

correlations range bet ween .20 and somewhat above . 30 .

Neulinger states

that the reasons for this are because of the complexities of multivariate
research and because many r esear cher s f ail to include environmental con-
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texts into their predic tive equations-- a task Yhich is often complex
and difficult to accomplish, and the methods which are available are
cont r oversial .

The study at hand relates to individual atti tudes and

perceptions and naturally deals to an extent with personality variables.
Helmstadter (1970, p. 85) took the reliability scores of a number of
well -known studies and placed them in a chart which showed the low,
median and high reliability reported.

Out of 18 attitude test s, high

was .98 , median was . 79 , and low reliabi lity was . 47 .

This places t he

reliabil ity scores for this study around the median range of these
established scores.

Thus the reliability is not extremely high, but it

is reliable enough that reasonable predict i ons and conclusions can be
drawn from it .
The reliabil ity factor obtained for the camper role perceptions
section was also .73.

This score was calculated without eliminating

variables f rom the original coefficient.
Overall reliability in the rules knowledge section was

. 49.

By

eliminating variables 39 , 40 and 45, the reliability score was raised to
.80.
In any further calculations of the sample data, variables 6, 7,
14, 16 , 17 , 39, 40 and 45 , whi ch were eliminated in determining the
reliab ility of the sample data, will not be utilized.
Descriptions of t he Study Area
The area in whi ch sampling for the study was conducted was the
marina sect ion of East Canyon State Recreation Area.

The recreation area

is situated on a reservoir near a high mountain pass on State Highways
65 and 66 approximately 40 mi les s outheas t of Ogd en City and 40 miles
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northeast of Salt Lake City.
'

Both cities are metropolitan areas which

contribute large numbers of visitors to East Canyon on holidays and
weekends .

The site is also located on the ori ginal immigration trail

I

of the pioneers who settled the region and whi ch was later used by the
Pony Express.

Because of the nearness of the trail , the reservoir is

often used as an overnight or daytime rest stop for tourists who are
fishing, camping, picnicking and group parties .
The marina area is located on the northeast shoreline of the reservoir and was divided into three distinct sections (See Figure 1).

The

first section is the large paved parking lot on the shoreline adjacent
to the boat launching ramp and the concession stand.
for parking vehicles, boat trailers a nd campers .
allowed on this lot.

This area is used

Overnight parking is

The second section is the pavilion site for pic-

nicking, with the paved parking lot to the east of it .
15 pavilions.

The site contains

Each pavilion has a wooden roof and cement floor, and all

of the structures contain two large picnic tables, except for number
ll which has eight large picnic tables and a buffet table and number 15
which contains five large picnic tables .

Tbe pavilions are open to pic-

nicking at any time and the two large ones can be reserved for group
picnicking.

Tent camping is allowed i n this area, as is overnight park-

ing of campers in the parking lot .
The third section is the camping loop.

The loop consists of 20

pulloffs, each of which can accommodate a varying number of vehicles -some only one and some up to three.

Most pulloffs have a picnic table,

a steel barbequer, and/or a conduit lined fire pit.

Overnight camping

in the loop is allowed for both tents and vehicles.

Most of the pulloffs

could handle several vehicles at one time.
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Drinking water is provided in several places in all three areas.
Restrooms are the open holding tank type; one is located near the conces sion stand and one near the parking lot in the pavilion section.

There

are no trees and little shrubbery throughout the area, but a brittle
wh eatgrass does grow and is watered and kept cut.
Due to the liberal camping poli cy , there is a tremendous capacity
for overnight camping.

Because of the lar ge capacity, vacillation in

the number of campers is large.

On holidays and weekends which occur

in the middle of the season, there are extremely large numbers of
campers packed into the marina area, while on some weekdays early and
late in the season, ther e are almost none.

The large variation in

numbers has a definite effect on the number of questionnaires which
could be handed out at different times.
An admission fee is charged all vehicles entering the marina area.
One dollar is charged for day use and two dollars for overnight (this
included day use) .

Walk-ins are charged fifty cents .
Sampli ng Design

A sampling techn ique was developed which would allow the questionnaire to be administered over the entire marina area as evenly as

possible.

Sampling was conducted over a seven-week period, from the

25th of July, 1974 to the 12th of September , 1974 .

In this manner the

study was begun just after the peak visitation had started and continued
until visitation had begun to fall off.
The questionnaire was passed out on Mondays , Thursdays, Saturdays
and Sundays.

Two weekdays and two weekend days were included in the
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sample by using this pattern .

Each questionnaire was marked with the

day and the date on which it was filled out.
As can be noted in Figure 2, each of the three marina sections
previously des cribed has been marked with an odd and even numbered end.
On alternating days, opposite ends of each section were used in passing
out the questionnaires .

For example, on Monday the even numbered sides

of the sections wer e worked and on Thursday the odd numbered sides .
The same pattern was followed on weekends to insure that approximately
the same areas were worked to allow for comparison of weekend and weekday results.
When the individual administering the questionnaire approached a
section, the instrument was handed out to the first people encountered.
No more t han two questionnaires were given to each group or family.
Five questionnaires were handed out in each area on each sample day;
although on some days this did not prove possible due to the fact that
there were not enough people in the area.

The individuals approached

were informed that this was a graduate study being conducted under the
auspices of Utah State University and Utah State Parks and Recreation.
After the form was given to an individual, it was left with him
until the others in the area wer e handed out; then the administrator
returned and picked them up in the same order in which they were given
out .

In this way the respondents were free to reply without outside

influence.

But any questions they had would be answered, if possible,

by the administrator when he returned, and few if any of the forms would
be lost.
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Since the author of this st udy was employed at East Canyon during
the time the study was conducted , it was determined that the questionnaires would be marked in order to differentiate whether they were given
out wh ile in uniform or while in civilian clothes .

However, it was

found that literally all the subjects either assumed that the person
administering the questionnaire was a ranger, knew that he
are repeat visitors) , or asked if he wer e .

wa~

(many

Due to this fact , the attempt

to keep a rec or d for purposes of comparison was abandoned.
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CHAPTER

rv

ANALYSIS OF DATA
Introduction
During the study period at East Canyon Recreation Area, 215

~ues 

tionanires were given to individuals who agreed to fill them out (two
individuals refused).

Two

~uestionnaires

condition , and in five cases the

were returned in an unusable

~uestionnaire

out of the park without being returned.

was apparently carried

The information cited below

is a general description of the data obtained from the 208

~uestion

naires which were utilized in testing the hypotheses.
Social- Demographic Scale
Eighty- eight percent of the respondents indicated that they were
residents of the State of Utah , while 11 percent claimed residence in
a state other than Utah or a foreign country.
failed to respond to the

~uestion.

Approximately 1 percent

Of those returning the

~uestionnaire,

30 percent were from rural areas (counties with populations of 50 , 000
or less) and 67 percent indicated that they lived in counties with
urban populations (over 50 , 000).
pond to the

~uestion

In addition , 3 percent failed to res -

or wrote U.S.A . where the county was called for .

A breakdown of the ratio of urban and rural visitors on weekends
and weekdays showed that on weekdays 76 percent of the respondents were
urban residents and 24 percent were rural residents.

On weekends 64 per-

cent were urban dwellers and 36 percent came from rural areas .
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In responding to the question of what size community they were
raised in, the majority of the individuals appeared to have spent most
of their youth in large urban areas.

As Table l indicates , however,

rural areas and towns were well represented:

Table 1.

The size of community in which the major portion of the
respondents' youth was spent, East Canyon Law Enforcement Study, 1974

Area Size

Percentage of Respondents

City of over 50 ,000

24

City of 11,000 to 50,000

18

City of 5,000 to 10,000

13

Town of under 5,000

16

Rural community

13

Rural farm

15

Occupations given in the sample were classified according to the
categories used by the U.S. Bureau of the Census, with categories 13 and
14 added for those who responded as full-time students or as being over
62 and retired.
The occupations most often written in were professional and t echnical or business administrat ion in nature, although a large number of
craftsmen wer e also found to be included.
also found to be included.

Private household workers were

Private household workers were also highly

represented , but the greater portion of their number were housewives.

The large percentage of students sampled in the study was probably due
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t o the fact that the University of Utah in Salt Lake City and Weber
State College in Ogden, Utah are in relatively close proximity to the
recreatio n area and also to the number of high school age gatherings
which are held at the park.

Although the park is located in a rural

county which has a large amount of farm land , no farm occupations were
represented in t h e sample

Table 2 .

Occupations given by the respondents , East Canyon
Law Enforcement Study, 1974

Occupations

Percentage of Respondents

1.

Prof essional , Technical and Kindred

16

2.

Managers and Administrators (except farm)

10

3.

Sales Workers

4.

Clerical and Kindred Workers

5.

Craf tsmen and Kindred Workers

6.

Operatives Except Transport

7.

Transport Equipment Operatives

8.

Laborers Except Farm

9.

Farmers and Farm Manager s

12

3

1
0

10 . Farm Laborers & Farm Foremen

0

11 . Service Workers Exc ept Private
Household

6

12 . Priva te Household Workers
1 3 . Over 62 Years of Age
14.

Students
No Response

15
6
14

3
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It is possible that some of the "no response" individuals may have
fail ed to answer the question due to a social stigma being attached to
thei r pro fession.

Others may have upgraded their occupations for pur-

poses of social satisfaction.

In the case of farmers , many may work

other jobs as well as farming and possibly responded with those occupations .

The period during which the data was gathered is also the busy

season for farm workers and may account for most of the failure to respond .
The percentage of males and females completing the questionnaire
was 58 percent male and 42 percent female.

When a group was approached

with the questionnaire, the men usually stepped forward first to meet
the individual administering it.

Also, when the entire group was in

camp , the men normally appeared least busy with cleaning or cooking.
The most highly represented age groups in the sample were those
between 20 and 40.

Those in the age group of over 62 were least well

represented.

Table 3.

Age class of respondents, East Canyon Law Enforcement
Study, 1974

Age

Percent in Age Group

1 5 - 19

16

20 - 30

24

31 - 40

25

41 - 50

13

51 - 62

16

Over 62

6
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The great est number of respondents to the question of the amount
of education completed indicated 12 years.
marked was "att ended college."

The next highest level

The l arge number in the "9 - 11" years

category would indicate that a number were still attending high s chool
or had never completed their secondary education.

Table 4 .

Level of education reported by respondents , East Canyon
Law Enforcement Study, 1974

Years Educat ion

Percentage Reported

8 years or less

2

9 - ll years

20

12 years

37

Attended college

23

College graduate

13

Post graduate

Campi ng Patterns and Preferences
Family units visiting the park reflected the highest percentage of
g roups polled, with groups of friends showing up as second largest .
Only o ne respondent menti oned belonging to a conservation organizati on.
The answers to the question concerning the type of group preferred when
vis i ting a state park or campgr ound appeared to show that the family was
t he type of companionship most preferred, wit h f riends being the next
most highly preferred type of company .

A "no preference" answer had to

be added due to the number of written in responses indi cating no preference.
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Table

5.

Type of group which respondent visiting the park
reported he was with, East Canyon Law Enforcement
Study, 1974

Percentage Rep orting

Type Group
Family

69

Church

4

Friends

20

Office or Work Party

l

Conservat i on or Nature Organization
Other

Table 6.

Type of company respondents preferred when visiting
parks or campgrounds, East Canyon Law Enforcement
Study, 1974

Type Company

Percentage Preferred

Family

40

Fr iends

25

Alone
No Preference

4
30

Most res pondents preferred visiting parks and campgrounds in groups
of six or less people.

Here again a "no preference" answer had to be

added to t he poss ible respons es to the question because of written in
answers .
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Table 7 .

Size of group preferred by respondents Yhen visiting
parks and campgrounds , East Canyon Law Enforcement
Study, 1974

Percentage Preferred

Size Group
More tha n six

28

Six or less

70

No preference

1

Of the respondents, 37 percent indicated that they had visited
state and federal parks from one t o five times the previous year.

A

relatively large 12 percent answered t hat they had visited parks 21
times or more during the year.

Table 8 .

Number of visits respondents reported making during the
past year to state and federal parks and campgrounds ,
East Canyon Law Enforcement Study , 1974

Visits

Percentage Reported

1- 5 times

37

6 - 10 times

31

11 - 20 times

20

21 times or more

12

Attitudes , Knowledge and Perceptions

Responses to the law enforcement attitude, camper role attitude
and rules knowledge section were complete; all questions were answered
by those returning the questionnaire.

Each section was scored separately
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and the total score summed numerically.

Scores for each

~uestion

in

the law enforcement attitude and camper role attitude portions were
given values from one to five.

An individual who responded with a

highly pro- law enforcement attitude on a given statement received
a score of five f or t hat response.
three, and so forth.

An undecided answer was scored

In this manner a high score was pro- law enforce-

ment and a low score for the section was negatively inclined toward
presently existing law enforcement practices .

The total possible score

in the enforcement section was 75 (Five QUestions were el i mi nated by
the reliability test).

The range of total responses is given below.

One individual scored 75 , and 95 percent of t he respondent s scored in
the upper half of the possible range of scores.

Table 9.

Law enforcement attitude scores totaled from the law
enforcement section of the questionnaire , Ea st Canyon

Law Enforcement Study, 1974

Scores

Percentage of Respondents

71 - 75

2

66 - 70

10

61 - 65

21

56 - 6o

25

51 - 55

21

46 - 50

16

40 - 45
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The camper role attitude section was scored with a five , indicating strong agreement with the statement made on the questionnaire.
score of one was given when the respondent strongly disagreed .
total possible score was 55.

A

The

An individual with a high score would

theoretically identify with a relatively conservative or traditional
camper role.

Scores on this section ranged from 54 to 27 .

The distri -

bution is given in Table 10.

Table 10.

Perception of camper role scores totaled from the camper
role section of the questionnaire, East Canyon Law
Enforcement Study , 1974

Percentage of ResEondents

Scores

50 - 55
~

~

30 - 39

42

4o -

20 -

~

3

Scoring on the rules knowledge portion was accomplished by giving
one point for each correct answer and no points for an incorrect answer.

The total possible score for the section was seven points (three questions were eliminated by the reliability test).
from two correct to all seven correct.

The responses ranged

The number responding correctly

on any one given question was in all but one case greater than the number responding incorrectly on the same question; however, the number of
incorrect responses was large in some cases.

The question on whether or

not dead wood cutting was allowed had 58.7 percent incorrect responses.
The answers as to horses being permitted off r oads or designated trails
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had 44.2 percent incorrect responses.
nated by the reliability test.

These two questions were elimi-

In contrast, the questions concerning

posted speed limits and pets on leashes received 90 percent or better
correct responses.

Table ll shows the percentage of overall correct

responses for the section.

More detailed information on responses t o

individual attitude, knowledge, and role items is depicted in Appendix B.
Table 11.

The total number of correct responses made by individuals
on the rules knowledge section of the questionnaire,
East Canyon Law Enforcement Study, 1974

Number of Correct
Responses

Percentage of Respondents

.5

0

.5
2

1.0

3

4.0

4
15 . 0

6

30 .0

7

41.0

Many responses, such as age, education, attitude toward law enforcement, and camper role skills tend toward a normal distribution.

These

are responses which reflect a relatively normal distribution within the
general population.

The fact that they show a normal curve is a reflec-

tion of the validity of the test.

Other items such as age would not be

expected to show a normal curve in this situation.
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Generally the responses indicate that the majority of the people
have a good knovledge of rules although not a perfect knovledge.

Not

all the questions asked vere simple, but the fact that a number vere
missed indicates that a public education program is needed and that very
probably some individuals responded in a manner vhich reflected the vay
they think the rules should be.
The perception of camper role scores reflects a moderate score
range; fev people scored high and fev low.

This coupled vith a modera-

tely high score on the lav enforcement attitude scale indicates that
the majority of individuals take a middle-of- the- road attitude to
present enforcement and camping standards .

Fev individuals agree or

disagree strongly vith present lavs and enforcement practices , although
the trend is tovard support of lavs and enforcement.

The same approach

is taken vith individuals in regard to their perception of the camper ' s
role.

He does not feel that he has to be a strong backvoodsman type or

that he has to be ultra- modern and live in his self contained camper.
In this secti on the respondent may not vant to commit himself too strongly
in either direction.

But the purpose vas to find the individual ' s per-

ception of the camper role , and this proves to be a middle-of- the- road
approach.
The reader mus t keep in mi nd that the average respondent is from an
urban area, has a vhite collar job, is 20 to 40 years old , and has a
high sch ool diploma and possibly at least some college.

He is visiting

the area with f amily or friends, prefers a small group, and last year
visited s imilar type areas from one to 10 times.
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CHAPTER V
STATISTICAL TESTS AND COMPARISONS
OF THE SAMPLE DATA
The purpose of this chapter is to statistically test the four hypotheses developed in Chapter One.
1.

In review, the hypotheses are:

Respondents with pro- law enforcement attitudes will exhibit

traditional (conservative) camper role skill perceptions.
2.

Respondents with pro- law enforcement attitudes will tend to

have a high knowledge of park and campground rules .
3.

Respondents wit h conservative camper role skill perceptions will

tend to have a high knowledge of park and campground rules.
4.

The intervening variables measured in the demographic section

of the questionnaire may have a significant effect on the individual ' s
attitude toward law enforcement.
The hypotheses were tested by utilizing Pearson Product- Moment
Correlations and Partial Correlations to control for the probable influence of spurious factors.

The statistical programs which were used were

taken from The Statisti cal Package for the Social Sc iences (SPSS) by Nie ,
Bent and Hull (1970) as adapted to the Burroughs Computer System.
Statistical correlation allows the investigator to determine the
results from two or more sets of data to compare how close they come to
being identical .

If the results are identical then they are perfectly

correlated, and the correlation coefficient will be 1.00 .

The coefficient

can take any value between 1 . 00 and -1. 00 which denotes perfect negative
correlation .
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Partial correlation Yas utilized in this study because it alloYs the
user to find the correlation coefficient betYeen tYo variables and it also
permi ts the user to compute the coefficient Yhile controlling for one or
more intervening variables; that is, an adjustment is made mathematically
to exlude the effects which one or more specified variables would have
while computing correlations, variables such as the day of the Yeek, age
or sex , Yhich could affect the individual ' s attitudes or perceptions.
This allows one to make such calculations as finding the correlation
between law enforcement attitude and rules knowledge while controlling
for or excluding the effects which the day of the week on which the ques tionnaire was passed out would have on the correlation.
Hypothesis One:

Hypothesis one states that respondents with pro-

law enforcement attitudes will exhibit traditional camper role skill perceptions .

This was tested by using the law enforcement attitude score

and correlat ing it with the perception of camper role score through a
partial correlation program.

The result was a correlation coeffi cient

of .26 with a significance of .001.

The significance or probability

level is the power of the test or the degree to whi ch we may depend on
it.

The lower the significance value, the more dependable the test.

coefficient of r

A

.26 (p < .001) is sufficient to imply a positive rela-

tionship between the two variables.
A further partial correlation test was run between the variables
"law enforcement attitude" and " attitude toward role skills" while controlling for the intervening variables:

day of the week on which the

questionnaire was distributed, the area in which it was distributed, t he
type group which the person was with, the individual ' s age , hi s sex , the
highest education obtained, the number of visits to state and federal
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parks during the

prev~ous

year, the type group he pr efers , the type area

he was raised in, his occupation, and his state of residence (Utah or
out of state).
Table 12 shows the correlations when each of t hese variables is
controlled for.

Table 12.

Correlation coefficients resulting when l aw enforcement
attitude and camper role skills perception s cores are
controlled for, East Canyon Law Enforcement Study, 1974

Variable Controlled For

Coefficients

l.

Day of the Week

. 2690

2.

Area of Park

. 2590

47 .

Type Group Visiting With

. 2550

48.

Age

.2256

49.

Sex

. 2542

50 .

Education

.2773

51.

No. Visits in Previous Year

.2550

52.

Type Group Preferred

.2515

54.

Type Area in Which Raised

.2565

57.

Occupation

. 2557

58.

Residency

*The probability of all coefficients was

* .2600

< . 001 .

The results show that there is no significant change in the correlation between law enforcement and role skills when the effects of t he
intervening variables are controlled for .

The largest changes were noted

wh en "age" was controlled for with a reduction in the coefficient of

.03 and

11

education,

11

where an inc rease of .02 occurred.

Neither of

these differences appear to be greatly significant, although further
investigat ion may prove that what differences do show in the data occur
in such area s as very young or very old age groups, which comprise only
22 percent of the study population, or other variables which could
greatly affect the outcomes of the data.

Other studies conducted in this

area may do well to pay specific attention to the variables of "age" and
11

education ," as they continue t o show a noticeable variance from the

other data throughout the study.
Hypot hesis Two:

The second hypothesis to be tested states that

respondents with pro-law enforcement attitudes will tend to have a high
knowledge of park and campground rules.

This hypothesis suggests that

t he individual who is aware of the rules will have a positive attitude
toward law enforcement .
In this case the partial correlation coefficient was r
(p <.001).

=

. 32

Thi s correlation co efficient is fairly significant and even

higher than the association between law enforcement and attitude toward
camper role skills.
The partial correlation run, controlling for the intervening
variables, produced the f ollowing results.
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Table 13.

Correlation coefficients resulting when law enforcement
attitude and knowledge of park and campground rules scores
are compared with intervening variables controlled for,
East Canyon Law Enforcement Study, 1974

Variable Controlled For

Coefficients

1.

Day of the Week

2.

Area of Park

.3236

47.

Type Group Visiting With

. 3221

48 .

Age

. 2940

49.

Sex

. 3213

50.

Education

. 2970

51.

No. Visits in Previous Year

. 3225

52.

Type Group Preferred

.3115

54.

Type Area in Which Raised

. 3249

57.

Occupation

. 3245

58.

Res i dency

. 3125

*. 3272

*The probability of all coefficients was < .DOl.

As in the previous case, the controlled variables account for only
a small variation in the correlation.

However, as before , the greatest

variation occurs when controlling for " age " and "education ," which
produce differences from the original coefficient of . 0299 and .0269
respectively.

The differences are not great, but they do tend to rein-

force the fact that age and education are producing the largest differences from the original correlation.

The correlation coefficients

produced from testing this hypothesis are somewhat larger throughout
than those found with the tests of the first hypothesis.

However, this
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could be due to differences inherent in the questionnaire or in the
procedure.
The significant correlation suggests a slight relationship between
the variables.

This hypothesis suggests that individuals who know the

rules will have a positive attitude toward law enforcement , although
this does not imply that a person who knows the rules will not violate
them .

It merely means that he is less likely to break them.
Hypothesis Three:

The third hypothesis states that respondents with

conservative camper role skill perceptions will tend to have a high knowledge of park and campground rules .

That is, the individual who has a

conservative attitude toward camper role skills (as defined in Chapter
Three) will be likely to have a good knowledge of park and campground
rules and vice- versa .

A partial correlation coefficient was computed .
lation coefficient obtained was:

r

=

. 06, s

= . 211 .

The partial correDue to the low

correlation coefficient and the poor si gni fic ance of the test, the hypothesis was rejected.
A partial correlation test controlling for intervening variables
produced the following results:
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Table 14.

Correlation coefficients resulting when camper role skill
perceptions and knowl edge of park and campground rules
scores are compared with intervening variables controlled
for , East Canyon Law Enforcement Study, 1974

Variable Controlled For

Coefficients

1.

Day of the Week

.0657

2.

Area of Park

.0612

47.

Type Group Visiting With

.0544

48 .

Age

.0327

49.

Sex

.0532

50.

Educ ation

.0644

51.

No. Visits in Previous Year

. 0553

52.

Type Group Preferred

.0467

54.

Type A:rea in Which Raised

.0605

57.

Occupation

.0567

58 .

Residency

* .0561

*The probability of all coefficients was >·05.

It can be r eadily noted that the coefficients and significance are
almost uniformly l ow .

This may be due to faulty methods, but most likely

stems from the fact that the two variables do not correlate.
As in the previous hypothesis testing sections, the "age" and "education" variables show the greatest variance from the original coefficient.
The variable "day of the week" also produced a variance which may reflect
s ome significance ; but since the difference caused by the "day of the
week" is small and occurs noticeably only in this section, no further
tests will be made with it.
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HYPothesis Four:

This hypothesis explores the possibility that the

intervening variables (day of the week, area, group type, etc.) may have
a significant effect on the law enforc ement attitude score.

The proces s

used to test the hypothesis has b een shown in the previous hypothesis
testing sections wher e the corr elati on coefficients between two variables
have been controlled for in the cas e of each intervening variable (See
Tables 12 and 14) .
In most cases the intervening variables appear to have little
effect on the original coefficients; however, t he variables

" education" have an effect in all three comparisons.

11

age" and

Effects of the

variables apparently are not great, but they do create a noticeable
difference in the coeffi cients .
further invest i gation .

11

Age" and

It is possible that these areas merit
11

education" yielded a much higher cor-

relation difference in the original partial correlation with law
enforcement (See Table 12) than with the other hypothesis testing
correlations.

A more detailed discussion of the outcome of these tests and their
implications is contained in the following c hapter .
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CHAPI'ER VI

A DISCUSSION OF THE HYPOTHESIS TESTING
RESULTS AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS
The following general conclusions can be drawn from the statistical
tests of the findings:
1.

The individual with a pro- law enforcement attitude will possibly

exhibit traditional (conservative) camper role skill perceptions .
2.

The individual with a pro- l aw enforcement attitude will probably

have a high knowledge of park and campground rules.
3.

The individual 's perception of camper r ole skills is apparently

not related to his knowledge of park and campground rules.
A fourth conclusion which can be made from the study is that
possibly the age of the camper and the number of years of education
which he has completed have a relationship with his attitude toward law
enforcement .
A problem encountered during the study was that the strength of the
relationships mentioned above was somewhat low.

Theoretical significance

was found , but substantial signifi cance was negligible.

The problem

could lie in the sampling design or it could lie in the fact that
personality variables are difficult to assess, as was pointed out in
Chapter Three .

The multiplicity of variables involved in the study could

also have been a factor .

In any study where personaliti es are involved,

a tremendous number of variables enter into the situation and it is
nearly impossible to control for all of them.
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Conclusion and Implications
The stat istical tests discussed in Chapter Five indicate a slight
relationship between the variables in hypothesis one and hypothesis two ,
which dealt with attitudes toward law enforcement , with perceptions of
camper role skills, and with knowledge of park anii crunpground rules .
And hypothesis three , suggesting a relationship between perception of
camper role skills and knowledge of park and campground rules, rendered
such a low correlation that it was rejected.

Obviously all three are

related; however, the statistical tests show that there is no direct
relationship between the individual ' s perception of what camper role
skills should be and his knowledge of park and campground rules.
Apparently there is no need to know the park and campground rules in
order to develop a perception of the camper ' s role.
Perceptions can be drawn fro m the sources listed in Chapter Two-from social learning situations.

The frunily, special interest organi -

zations, peer groups, the mass media, and other sources, as well as actual

experience in the subject , develop one's perception of it.

Knowledge

of rules and laws and even one 's attitude toward law enforcement can
be greatly influenced by the same factors.
The implications inherent in these findings are rather important to
recreation agencies.

The findings would argue that a large part of law

enforcement action should lie in the area of behavior control or behavior
modification .

Since role behavior is in general formed through social

and group action, then responsibility for development of proper and
acceptable recreation area behavior should lie as much as possible with
recreation organizations such as camping clubs, environmental and con-
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cervation groups , youth organizations, etc.

By outlining specific

programs, even nonrecreation oriented groups such as the PTA, church
organizations, business groups, and others could be utilized to assist
in forming behavior patt erns which are more compatible with acceptable
outdoor recreation.

Considering the recent tremendous increases in the numbers of vi s i tors to recr eation areas and the sub sequent increases in criminal and
deviant behavior, Clark, Hendee and Campbell ' s recommendations calling
for strict er enforcement of laws, better communications with the public,
and educat ing the public as to the consequences of violations would
assist greatly in lowering the crime rat e.

However, programs aimed at

reducing t he incidence of crime by ensuring behavior which is conducive

to a good recreation experience for all involved may be of much greater
value .
Such programs would entail developing :
1.

Specific plans to form role behavior which is acceptable to

recreational purposes in individuals s uch as youth who do not yet have a
fUlly constructed recreation role.
2.

Individuals who already possess a recreation role which is not

acceptable to recreation purposes must be caused to construct a new role
which is acceptable.
The goals stated above do not imply a general program of behavior
control , but do recommend a program which utilizes social for ces which
are already present in society and which cause individuals to conform to
social conventions , styles and leadership.

Cuccess in a role behavior modificati on pr ogram would involve
conc ent rated effort aimed at causing the public to accept a recreation
behavior role in a manner similar to that in which they accept social
styles and conventions.

Acceptance and maintenance of appropriate

behavior would occur through society ' s approval and disapproval as
explained in Chapt er Two , where Andrews and Karlins paraphrase Skinner.
The problem for recreation agencies is to initiate programs which
would accomplish this.

Such programs have to reach the public and must

be accepted by them.
Recommendations for Creating Acceptable
Recreation Behavior
The following are recommended programs for creating acceptable
recreation behavior in the general public:
1.

Laws, rules and regulations must be made readily available to

the public in language and formats which they can clearly and easily
understand.
Common complaints made by the public are that laws and rules are
often not readily available to them and that when they are they cannot
under stand them (Clark, Hendee and Campbell, 197lb).

Thi s occurs because

laws are often written in rhetoric which is not intended to b e understood
by the layman.

Special brochures and information sheets could be issued

by agencies involved in the various recreation activities and approved
by prosecuting attorneys who will have to deal with the offenders who
will be using these brochures and bulletins.
existence of t hese laws should also be given.

Specific reasons for the
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2.

la~s ,

As recommended by Clark , Hendee and Campbell (197lb),

rules and regulations should in many cases be more s trictly and uniformly enforced .

Laws which are enforced haphazardly or

~hen

tend to produce confus ion and misunderstanding in the people
live and recreate wi th t hem.
training of officials ,

~ th

In many cases this has to do

convenient

~ho

~ith

have to
the

the attitude of the entire system , and

~ ith

the manner in which officers use discret i on in dealing with violators .
3.

Educational contacts through lectures, publications and other

public relations releases must be conduc ted on a large scale.

Special

projects entailing educat i onal , cooperative and entertainment programs
which are suitable for various types of groups ranging from boy scouts
to chambers of commerce must be developed and utilized.

It is this close and cooperat i ve cont a ct with gr oups
the cruc i al s tep i n developing appropriate role behavior.

~hich ~ill

be

Not only should

agencies give information to interested groups, but they s hould maintain
close liaisons with them both at their home bas e of operations and while
they are recreating on public lands.

Special l ectures, work projects

and training programs could be developed and employed both on publi c
reserves and at t he group' s meeting place.

For organizat i ons s uch as the

boy scouts , environmentali sts or outdoor enthusiasts , the projects should
not be difficult to des ign.

Other groups which are not nature or outdoor

oriented may be more difficult to reach, espec i ally in the younger age
groups ; but most people have an area of inter est

~hich

can be appealed

to in order to retain their attention.
The important aspect of the approach appears to be capturing and
holding the interest of organizations and i ndivi duals so that a degree of
control can be maintained.

Probably the area of greatest difficulty is
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that the programs must be extremely widespread in order to achieve the
needed effect .

Cooperative and overlapping projects between recreation

agencies may be of help in overcoming the large work load which individual agencies would develop .
Up to this point the discussion has concerned itself with the
advantages which knowledge of role behavior could have for entire organizations.

There could also be benefits for individual managers and

rangers.

Knowing how groups work, how social functioning produces and

changes behavior, and what the goals and fUnctional purposes of various
organizations which may visit his area are, may be of a great deal of help.
The manager would have a more clear idea of how to work with groups and
individuals who visit his area, how to recognize their interests and deal
with them, as well as how to spot potential trouble and how to deal with
it before it begins .
Programs for the development of more appropriate role behavior may
also be utilized to create a more favorable image of the ranger or recreation area manager.
Present attitudes toward law enforcement on recreation reserves

include even a controversy over the ranger ' s role .

As Essex (1971)

stated, "The traditional ranger in many areas today is primarily a lawman. . .

Apparently, many individuals have difficulty in adjusting

to this new aspect of the ranger ' s duties.

A casual statement made by ·

one visitor to East Canyon State Recreation Area sums up the opinion of
much of the public:

"I thought the ranger was there to pick up trash

and ask people not to do what they are doing. "

Attitudes such as this

directed toward the ranger who must enforce the laws only serve to hinder
him in carrying out hi s duty.

The difficulty at t hi s point is in acquiring the training for individual rangers.

Training involves expense and cost , and t he value of t he

program must outweigh its costs .
Outdoor recreat ion i nvolves contacts between individuals and social
groups and between people and nature.

This very aspect of t he progr am

makes a knowledge of role behavior essential to the agencies responsible
for recreation manag ement in or der to prevent s oc ial disturbances as
well as damage to the environment by visitors.

If t his can be accom-

plished, then the value of the program will outweigh its costs .
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APPENDIX A
Attitudes and Knowledge Questionnaire

I . D. ________________
Day Type._____________
Act ivity______________
STATE PARK LAW ENFORCEMENT ATTITUDE SURVEY
The fo llowing are st atements of opinion and you are asked to mark the
extent to which you agree or disagre e. Circle your choice of answers.
strongly
agree

agree

unknown

strongly
disagree disagree

1. Public parks and campgrounds
have too many restrictive
rules and regulations .

SA

A

u

D

SD

2. It is necessary to have rules
against cutting f irewood in
public parks and campgrounds.

SA

A

u

D

SD

noise after 10 p .m. in a campground.

SA

A

u

D

SD

Public parks and campgrouhds
are generally crime-free as far
as theft and violent acts are
concerned .

SA

A

u

D

SD

SA

A

u

D

SD

SA

A

u

D

SD

7. Campers s hould not be allowed
to build fires wherever they
want in parks a nd campgrounds.

SA

A

u

D

SD

8 . Motorbikes and small allterrain vehicles should be
allowed to operat e off the
roads i n parks and campgrounds.

SA

A

u

D

SD

9 . Vehicles need not be required
to have adequate mufflers while
in state parks.

SA

A

u

D

SD

3. There is no need to restrict

4.

5. Public parks and campgrounds
are good places to have parties.

6. Pets should be leas hed at all
t imes in parks and campgrounds.
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strongly
agree
agree

strongly
llllknown disagree disagree

10. Laws governing moral behavior
should not be enforced in parks
and campgrollllds.

SA

A

u

D

SD

11. Juveniles should be allowed to
operate motorbikes in public
pa rks and campgrounds .

SA

A

u

D

SD

12. Open fires should not be allowed
in parks and campgrounds during
the dry season.

SA

A

u

D

SD

13. Litter is overemphasized as a
park and campground problem.

SA

A

u

D

SD

14 . Unsupervised youth and youth
groups cause greater amounts of
disturbance, l itter and destruc tion in parks and campgrounds
than any other age group .

SA

A

u

D

SD

15. Entrance fees should not be
charged at public parks and
campgrounds.

SA

A

u

D

SD

16 . Areas in parks and campgrounds
should be closed to camping,
picnicking and driving only
if they are hazardous to life
or health.

SA

A

u

D

SD

from all public parks and
campgrounds.

SA

A

u

D

SD

18. State vehicle registration
laws should not be enforceable
on parks and campgrounds.

SA

A

u

D

SD

19 . State traffic laws should be
enforced in public parks and
campgrounds.

SA

A

u

D

SD

20 . Public park and campground
managers and rangers could
better utilize their time in
other ways than enforcing laws,
regulations and rules .

SA

A

u

D

SD

17.

Firearms s hould be restricted
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strongly
agree
agree unknown

strongly
disagree disagree

In t he following questions, answer to what extent you agree or disagree
that a modern camper should act or behave . A good modern camper should:
21. be relatively quiet

SA

A

u

D

SD

22 . respect others rights .

SA

A

u

D

SD

23. know how to build a campfire
quickly.

SA

A

u

D

SD

24. have t he ability to set up a
tent quickly and easily.

SA

A

u

D

SD

25 . be an expert in first aid .

SA

A

u

D

SD

26 . learn the legal restrictions
o f the area he is in .

SA

A

u

D

SD

27 . uses few modern conveniences .

SA

A

u

D

SD

28. take action against others who
violate laws.

SA

A

u

D

SD

29 . be a good hunter.

SA

A

u

D

SD

SA

A

u

D

SD

SA

A

u

D

SD

30 . be able to read maps and
compasses.

31. be a conservationist.

Which of t he following are or are not park and campground rules?
YES

32. No loud noises after 10 p . m.
33. Pets must be leashed.
34 . No relieving oneself except in toilet facilit ies.
35 . Group assembli es are permitted without reservations .
36. Dead trees may be cut for firewood.
37 . Motorbikes and trailbikes are not allowed off the
roads.
38 . Firearms , inc l uding b . b . guns, are not permitted on
parks and campgrounds.
39. Speed limits are posted .

NO
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YES

NO

40 . Fir es are permitted outside grills and firepits.
41 . Hors es are not permitted off roads or designated
trails.
Please check the appropriate answer to the following questions:

42 .

Type of group you are with (Check One):
Office or work party
Conservation or nature
organization

FBlllily
Church
Friends
Other

43 .

Age at last birthday:

15-19
41-50

20-30

31- 40

51- 62

Over 62

Male

Female

44 .

Your sex:

45.

Your education:
8 years or under
1 2 years
---attended college
college graduate ___ post graduate

9- 11 years

===
46 .

How often did you visit state and federal parks last
year:
1-5 times
ll- 20 times
21 times or more
6-10 times

47.

When camping in a state park, do you prefer to be with:
___ Family

48.

Alone

1 2 3

o=c

1_2_3_

When camping in a state park, do you prefer to be with:
A large group
(more than six)

49.

Friends

1_2_

A small group
--- (less than six

As a youth did you spend most of your time:
o n a rural farm
in a rural community
in a t own- under

5,000

in a small city (5 to

10,000)
in a city (11 to 50,000)
--- in a large city (over

50,000)

1_2_
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50 .

Do you belong to any conservation groups:
Yes

No

Name of organization______________

1_2_

(If yes, please answer the next two questions)

51.

Do you attend meetings regularly :
Yes

No

1_2_

52. Do you hold any positions or offices in your group:
Yes

No

53.

Your occupati on:

54.

Please write the State and County in which you live:

1_2_

APPENDIX B
Questionnaire Response Frequencies in Percentages
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Table 15.

State Park Law Enforcement Attitude Survey Frequency
Response table (in percentages)
strongly
agree

strongly
agree unknown disagree disagree

1. Public parks and campgrounds

have too many restrictive
rules and regulations.

2. It is necessary to have rules
against cutting firewood in
public parks and campgrounds.

l

ll

34

ll

62

15

.5

l

3. There is no need to restrict
noise after 10 p.m. in a
campground .

6

13

3

40

4. Public parks and campgrounds
are generally crime-free as far
as theft and violent acts are
concerned .

22

3

6

5. Public parks and campgrounds
are good places to have parties. 12

6.

Pets should be leashed at all
times in parks and campgrounds .

61

32

4

3

3

14

3

10

1. Campers should not be allowed
to build fires wherever they
want in parks and campgrounds.

40

43

8. Motorbikes and small allterrain vehicles should be
allowed to operate off the
roads in parks and campgrounds.

26

7

6

9. Vehicles need not be required
to have adequate mufflers while
in state parks.

6

6

3

46

4

ll

6

38

25

6

41

10 . Laws governing moral behavior

should not be enfor ced in
parks and campgrounds .
11. Juveniles should be allowed to
operate motorbikes in public
parks and campgrounds.

41

67
strongly
Strongly
agree agree u nknown disagr ee disagr ee

12. Open fires should not be allowed in parks and campgrounds
during the dry s eason.

24

49

2

8

15

31

32

18

15

20

8

46

ll

16

58

8

15

3

44

38

10

3

48

22

7

l

55

17

9

15

3

43

11 2

13 . Litt er i s overemphasized as
a park and campground problem.

14 . Unsupervi sed youth and youth
groups cause greater amounts
of disturbance , litt er and
destruction in parks and
campgrounds t han any other
age group .

15. Entrance fees shoul d not be
charged at public parks and
campgrounds .

16 . Areas in parks and campgrounds
s hould be closed to camping,
picnicking and driving only
if they are hazardous to life
or h ealth .

17. Firearms should be restri ct ed
from a ll public parks and
campgrounds .

18 . State vehicle registration
laws should not be enforceable on parks and campgrounds .

15

ll

19. State traffic laws should be
enforced in public parks and
campgr ounds.

29

57

2

7

20 . Public park and campground
managers and rangers could
better utilize their time in
other ways than enforcing
laws, regulations and rules .

19

68
In the following questions , answer to what extent you agree or disagree
that a modern camper should act or behaye. A good modern camper should:
strongly
strongly
agree
agree unknown disagree disagree
21. be relatively quiet.

22

70

3

4

1

22. respect others rights.

49

51

0

0

0

23. know how to build a campfire
quickly .

8

51

23

17

1

24 . have the ability to set up a
tent quickly and easily .

7

59

19

14

25. be an expert in first aid.

14

50

15

21

26 . learn the legal restrictions
of the area he is in .

16

77

4

2

27 . uses few modern conveniences.

6

28

20

42

28 . take action against others who
violate laws.

10

49

20

19

2

29 . be a good hunter.

10

25

26

37

3

14

62

12

12

1

20

53

14

12

1

.5
0
.5

30 . be able to read maps and
compasses .

31. be a conservationist.

Which of the following are or are not park and campground rules?

CORRECT INCORRECT
32 . No loud noises after 10 p.m .

11

33. Pets must be leashed .

91

34 . No relieving oneself except in toilet facilities.

9

83

17

35 . Group assemb l ies are permitted without reservations. 68

32

36 . Dead trees may be cut for firewood.

41

59

37. Motorbikes and trailbikes are not allowed off the
roads.

75

26

38 . Firearms , including b. b. guns, a r e not permitted
on parks and campgrounds .

80

20

39 . Speed limits are posted.

91

9

69
CORRECT INCORRECT
40 . Fires are permitted outside grills and firepits .
41 . Horses are not permitted off roads or designat ed
trails.

81

19

44

70
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